Abstract. We consider the cubic derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation in one space dimension. Based on a virial identity, initial data with finite variance and negative energy are shown to explode in finite time.
Introduction
Consider initial value problem for the derivative nonlinear Schrödinger (1.1)
x ∈ R, t ∈ R.
The literature ( [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [1] , [2] ) on this equation contains positive local and global well-posedness results under the smallness condition
It is a natural question 1 to ask if this smallness condition is necessary. The cubic derivative NLS equation is completely integrable so one might imagine that the equation does not have finite time blowup solutions. For a "generic" class of Schwartz class initial data with large L 2 mass, global-in-time existence is claimed in [12] . On the other hand, it is conjectured in [9] (see Remark 1 on page 3) that "in analogy" with the L 2 -critical quintic focusing NLS,
has "blow-up solutions for large data with vanishing boundary condition at infinity". This note establishes that there do exist finite time blowup solutions of (1.1). Before formulating the result, let's recall some structural properties of (1.1).
The gauge transformation
). We apply G to the evolution u 0 −→ u(t) solving (1.1) to obtain Gu 0 = w 0 −→ w(t) = Gu(t). A calculation shows that w solves
x ∈ R, t ∈ R. The w evolution conserves w(t) L 2 and the energy
Proposition 1.1. Initial data w 0 satisfying R |x| 2 |w 0 | 2 dx < ∞ and E[w 0 ] < 0 explode in finite time under the evolution (1.5).
Thus, the situtation for large mass for (1.5) is indeed analogous to the L 2 -critical focusing semilinear Schrödinger equation (1.3). The proof is based on a variance identity as in [5] . Remark 1.2. Soliton solutions of (1.3) transform under the pseudoconformal transformation into explicit blowup solutions. Does there exist a transformation which converts the known [11] soliton solutions of (1.1) into explicit blowup solutions? Also, what are the qualitative properties of the finite time blowup solutions of (1.1)?
Local Conservation Structure
The local conservation identities from [3] (see Section 2) and tedious calculations establish the following identities for the w evolution (1.5):
Note that the mass current in (2.1) differs from the case of semilinear NLS since it includes the term |w| 4 . With this correction, the identity (2.2) reveals that the expression (2ℑ(w∂ x w)+|w| 4 ) is the momentum density for (1.5). Note also that the energy density appears in the square brackets in the momentum current term. The observation that the momentum involves a nonlinear correction appears in earlier work [4] .
Virial Identity
Combining the local conservation identities, we easily calculate
One now recalls the arguments from [5] . This behavior of the variance combined with the H 1 local well-posedness theory implies that ∇w(t) L 2 explodes to infinity in finite time. Since G is bicontinuous on H 1 , this behavior of w implies that the solution u of (1.1) also explodes in H 1 in finite time.
